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NANA KOROBI YA OKI. This is a popular Japanese phrase with the

following English translation — “Fall down seven times, get up eight.”

The core lesson lies in perseverance, endurance and resilience no matter

how many times a situation restrains, knocks us down, and in worst-

case scenario, debilitates. We get up, get back up and keep on despite

repeated setbacks.

The hurried timing and dubious insertion of the Country Safeguard

Systems in the SPS unavoidably raises concern among Safeguards

advocates and project-affected people with regard to the agenda of the

ADB.   The cover story, written by Anne Perrault, “Use of  Country Safeguard

Systems at the Asian Development Bank: Increasing Flexibility but Lowering

Standards”, raises three fundamental issues – possible dilution of

environmental and social standards; reduced accountability of the Bank

to communities, and non-assurance of  a strengthened country’s system

under the CSS. Additionally, the article outlines salient points for

discussion as to how the CSS approach could strengthen the

environmental and social Safeguard.

The piece on “Gender Considerations: In Service of ADB’s Image-

Polishing” by Titi Soentoro affirms how little priority is placed on gender

concerns in the 2nd SPS draft. The article posits that although there are

insertions in the 2nd draft in consideration of women, on a deeper

insight, the 2nd SPS draft does not address the central issues that breed

and perpetuate gender imbalance. Polite and accommodating language

cannot mask the gender gaps in the 2nd SPS draft.

The articles “Negotiating its Existence: ADB Violates its Own Safeguard

Policies” by Souparna Lahiri and “ADB’s ‘Heroic’ Act to CDCAM Beneficiaries

Affected by Involuntary Resettlement” by Dina dela Cruz and Kay Leak

demonstrate the curtailment of popular participation at the ground

level. Project-affected people bear the brunt of the knock-on social and

environmental effects of ADB-funded projects.

The article “Plan B: What is Going to Happen to my People?” by Theodore

Downing and Carmen Garcia-Downing is featured in our cross-border issue

because of its timeliness and relevance to the on-going SPU

consultations. It offers a grounded and sound blueprint of what an

alternative plan should be and should have. A people’s chances for

cultural survival increase when they develop their own “Plan B” with a

proposed project.

Indeed, the process of SPU consultation is painstakingly slow and

difficult. And we are well aware of  that challenge. We will deal with it.

We are here for the long haul – nana korobi ya oki...

Our Bankwatch Safeguard Special Issue pays homage to the

relentless defenders of  people’s rights – project-affected people and

communities, advocates and activists  – that, over the years, have

remained dauntless in the midst of obstacles.  The images in our

Bankwatch cover showcase the wave of  protest actions happening all

over Asia and the Pacific.

And so with the greatest of  perseverance; endurance; and resilience,

we proceed and go beyond what others (especially the Bank) may see

as farfetched.   This is the at the epicenter  of nana korobi ya oki — the

ability to - no matter how many times we are restrained, knocked down

and debilitated, we get back up and keep on to seize that next crucial

step toward the realization of our goal.
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COVER STORY

The Asian Development Bank’s proposed
Safeguard Policy Statement (SPS) adopts
the use of a “country safeguard systems”
(CSS) approach to addressing the

environmental and social impacts of projects the ADB
funds.  Pursuant to this approach, the ADB would
use a country’s “system” – its legal and institutional
framework -- rather than the full suite of ADB
environmental and social safeguard requirements and
ADB institutional units, to attempt to address the
impacts of Bank-supported projects.

The ADB’s proposal generally requires that,
prior to the use of a CSS approach, the ADB
determine: (1) whether a country’s laws, regulations,
rules and procedures are “equivalent” to the
principles of ADB safeguard policies; and (2)
whether the country’s institutions are “acceptable,”
having the capacity and track record to implement
those laws.  If gaps in equivalence or acceptability
are identified, the ADB may seek agreement with
the country on gap-filling measures rather than deny
use of the country’s system.  Such gap-filling
measures are to be listed in an action plan.  The
specific methodology for performing the CSS
assessments, however, has not yet been developed.

The ADB claims to be drawing from the
experiences of the World Bank’s use of a country
systems approach.  However, the World Bank
conceded in its most recent evaluation of its approach
that it cannot draw any conclusions from its country
system pilot projects, noting that “most of the data
obtained from the pilots reflect the experience of
project preparation rather than project
implementation

Moreover, the ADB approach is different, and
riskier, in several key respects than the World Bank
approach.  For example, the ADB approach applies
not only to public but also to private sector financing.
A host of new questions is raised by this angle on
CSS that has not been broached by the World Bank,
including significant questions related to
transparency and accountability.   Additionally, under
the ADB approach, it does not appear possible for
communities to file a claim with the Accountability
Mechanism if communities believe the equivalency
assessment will not adequately ensure that a country’s
system will be equivalent to the Bank’s for a given
project.

Use of Country Safeguard Systems
at the Asian Development Bank:

Increasing “Flexibility” but
Lowering Standards

Anne Perrault, Center for International Environmental Law

The ADB claims to be
drawing from the experiences
of the World Bank’s use of a
country systems approach.
However, the World Bank

conceded in its most recent
evaluation of its approach

that it cannot draw any
conclusions from its country
system pilot projects, noting

that “most of the data
obtained from the pilots
reflect the experience of

project preparation rather
than project implementation
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The ADB’s Country System Safeguard
approach, similar to the World Bank’s approach,
raises three sets of issues:  Will environmental and
social standards approved under the CSS approach
be as high as the standards used when a CSS
approach is not employed?  Will the accountability
of the Bank to communities be as effective under a
CSS approach as it is under the current Bank
approach to safeguards?  Will use of CSS actually
strengthen a country’s system — secure enduring
improvements in borrower countries’ systems that
last beyond the life of the project under consideration?

Dilution of Standards

Similar to the World Bank’s country systems
approach, the ADB’s CSS approach introduces
several opportunities for dilution of environmental
and social standards.  For example,    using
“principles” distilled from the ADB safeguard
policies as the basis for assessing the adequacy of a
country’s standards is intended to provide the space
for a broader range of measures that secure the same
results.  However, with this increased flexibility
comes increased risk that a country’s measures are
actually not as effective as measures under the ADB’s
safeguard requirements.

For example, the ADB safeguard “principles”
for involuntary resettlement fail to include several
key details regarding grievance mechanisms that are
included in the safeguard requirements.  The
principles fail to provide details about the content of
an appropriate grievance mechanism, to require that,
under the mechanism, concerns must be addressed
efficiently and in an understandable and transparent
manner; to require that affected people need to be
informed about the very existence of the grievance
mechanism; and other key details.  The absence of
these details from the principle leaves very real
possibilities that these, or similar requirements, will
not be part of the ADB’s standards applied under
CSS.

Another significant opportunity for dilution of
standards under the CSS approach exists in the lack
of a requirement for a clear description of, and
timeframe for implementation of, gap-filling
measures.  The World Bank, for example, has
consistently failed to specify in detail the gap-filling
measures that are required and when they must be
implemented, leaving countries able to pursue
deficient requirements without public scrutiny.

Finally, dilution of standards is almost certain
to occur through inadequate implementation of the
standards.  The CSS approach relies much more on
a government agency’s capacity than on the Bank’s
capacity to implement standards.  In many/most
cases, this capacity is lacking.  Even assuming that
this capacity can be built – quite an assumption when
governance structures are shaky — financial and
technical resources to ensure that adequate capacity
building occurs are not likely to be available.  This
continues to be one of the most significant challenges
for implementing the country systems approach at
the World Bank.

Reduced Accountability

Under the CSS approach, communities may
have a more difficult time using the Accountability
Mechanism because identifying the specific
standards that apply to a given project will be much
more difficult.

The ADB “principles” provide only the general
standards applicable to a project.  A host country’s
laws, policies, and procedures are to flesh out and

Similar to the World Bank’s
country systems approach, the

ADB’s CSS approach introduces
several opportunities for dilution

of environmental and social
standards.  For example,    using
“principles” distilled from the ADB
safeguard policies as the basis for

assessing the adequacy of a
country’s standards is intended to
provide the space for a broader

range of measures that secure the
same results.  However, with this

increased flexibility comes
increased risk that a country’s
measures are actually not as

effective as measures under the
ADB’s safeguard requirements.
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give greater definition to these general standards.
When gaps in the countries’ laws, policies and
procedures exist, the gap-filling measures are
designed to provide this further definition.

As noted earlier, accessing and understanding
a country’s laws, policies, and procedures and any
gap-filling measures – as well as knowing when they
are to be applied – may be very difficult.  The ADB’s
proposal fails to specify the level of detail that will
be provided in equivalency assessment or Action
Plans, nor does it require that Action Plans be
disclosed.   Significantly, the proposal does not
mention specifically when measures to fill gaps must
be implemented, nor require that measures be
systemic, long-term and mandatory.   This should be
made explicit, given the deficiencies in gap-filling
measures in the World Bank pilot process.

Simply put, the principles of the ADB policies
do not provide the ‘full picture’ to communities of
the standards applicable to a project.  A community
can file a claim for an apparent violation of a
principle, but in the absence of clear and detailed
information about what the ADB has embraced in
satisfaction of that principle – either the existing laws,
policies and procedures of the country or the gap-
filling measures and when these must be
implemented –   it will be difficult for a community
to know if a given project or activity is in compliance
or not.  In the absence of this knowledge, a

community could be wasting its time, energy, and
resources in pursuing a complaint; it cannot assess
the likelihood of success with such a claim until after
it knows how the ADB interprets the principle.
Alternatively, in the absence of this knowledge, a
community could be dissuaded from filing a
complaint.

Strong System-Level Changes
Are Not Achieved

Proponents of the country systems approach argue
that the costs and risks (including the significant risk
that safeguard standards will be reduced) of such an
approach are worth it for the benefit – stronger
safeguards for all projects, not just those funded by
the banks pursuing a country systems approach.  A
stronger country system is a laudable goal, but, for
the following reasons, the approach being pursued
by the ADB is not an effective or likely way to achieve
it.

No clear requirement is included in the proposal
to ensure that measures to fill “gaps” in a country’s
laws or institutions will last beyond the life of a given
project.  Under the World Bank approach, none of
the gap-filling measures to date are long-term
substantial measures that truly strengthen a country’s
system.  The failure of the ADB proposal to even
describe the methodology by which “equivalency”
and “acceptability” will be determined forebodes a
lack of transparency throughout the process that
leaves corruption of the process likely.  Moreover,
resources needed to ensure long-term capacity
building will be difficult to obtain.

 A community can file a claim for
an apparent violation of a

principle, but in the absence of
clear and detailed information

about what the ADB has
embraced in satisfaction of that
principle – either the existing

laws, policies and procedures of
the country or the gap-filling

measures and when these must
be implemented –   it will be

difficult for a community to know
if a given project or activity is in

compliance or not.

The failure of the ADB
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Needed Measures

A much more transparent and participatory
approach to CSS is needed to ensure that
environmental and social standards are not
weakened.  Significant additional measures will be
required to provide any chance that country systems
will be strengthened even minimally.

The role of the ADB’s Accountability
Mechanism should be clarified more.  It is possible
that deficiencies in an equivalency determination and
in gap-filling measures proposed at the country, sub-
regional or sector level will be – or can be —
highlighted only in the context of a given project.
Currently, the ADB proposal appears to require that
an equivalency determination be performed only one
time at each level (national, subnational, sectoral,
etc.)  The ADB proposal must clarify that, for each
project, communities can challenge the equivalency
and acceptability determination and gap-filling
measures when they appear to be inadequate.

Given the ADB’s new focus on moving from a
front-loaded approach to environmental and social
safeguards to a “results-oriented” approach, the ADB
must require that every project include benchmarks/
criteria by which the ADB and others can judge
whether the specific poverty-alleviation goals and
objectives of a project will be met.

The CSS approach must ensure
that identified gap-filling

measures are specific and
detailed (including a description

of when they must be
implemented), long-term,

legally-binding changes to a
country’s regulatory regime,

included in the loan agreement,
and disclosed to the public.

Given the ADB’s new focus
on moving from a front-loaded
approach to environmental and
social safeguards to a “results-
oriented” approach, the ADB

must require that every project
include benchmarks/criteria by
which the ADB and others can

judge whether the specific
poverty-alleviation goals and

objectives of a project will
be met.

More substantive opportunities for public
participation in the equivalency and acceptability
determination must be provided.  At a minimum, this
must include the following:  a public vetting of the
methodology well before Board approval of CSS;
making publicly available all laws, policies,
procedures, etc. used for the equivalency
determination and all information used to assess the
capacity of institutions; and making these available
in the local language and in English sufficiently in
advance of public consultations to allow for a
thorough evaluation by interested parties of the
ADB’s equivalency determination, proposed action
plans, and gap-filling measures.  Additionally, the
ADB must initiate a transparent, participatory
process to develop procedures for promoting multi-
stakeholder participation (including communities and
their representatives) in the development of the
country-level reviews of equivalency and
acceptability.

The CSS approach must ensure that identified
gap-filling measures are specific and detailed
(including a description of when they must be
implemented), long-term, legally-binding changes to
a country’s regulatory regime, included in the loan
agreement, and disclosed to the public.

The ADB must require that the Bank and
partners (other donors) demonstrate to the Board, and
publicly disclose, that commitments of necessary
funding have been secured to implement capacity
building measures to remedy identified capacity
weaknesses in each relevant institution, before
approving projects under a country-level CSS
approach.

Finally, the ADB must require an independent
and publicly-available review of CSS projects
within the first two years of the program.
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Gender Considerations:
In Service of ADB’s

Image-Polishing
Titi Soentoro, NADI Indonesia

he ‘dream road’ of Southern Transport
Development Project  (STDP), locally
known as Colombo-Matara Highway, as
dreamed by a Sri Lankan politician became

a nightmare for the local people. The project was
supported by the Asian Development Bank (ADB)
and the Japan Bank for International Cooperation
(JBIC). The women in the project-affected area
complained that floods caused by the project ruined
their farm lands, submerged some houses in water,
led some others to collapse, damaged the wells,and
their kitchens, and washed away all their kitchen
utensils.1   Findings of a gender study in two
communities affected by the ADB-funded Highway
One project in Cambodia, showed, among others, that
many women lost their income while many others
were trapped in debt, girls dropped out of school,

1 Dilena Pathragoda, “The Wrath of the Gods,
Monitoring Report of the ADB- and JBIC-funded
Southern Transport Development project,” Sri Lanka,
June 2007, http://forum-adb.org/Projects/Project-
STDP.html

2 Doi Toshiyuki, Kol Leakhana, and Titi Soentoro, “They
Drive Faster, We Walk Longer: Women’s Experiences
with Involuntary Resettlement of the Highway 1
Renovation Project in Cambodia,” draft report from 29
February 2008.

3 As reported by Anatalra Dautalieva, Taza Abigat, 2007.

4 Operation Manual Section C2/OP regarding Gender
and Development in ADB Operations, par. 2, p.1; GAD
at the project level, par. 8, p.3,  http://www.adb.org/
Documents/Manuals/Operations/OMC02-25Sep06.pdf

5 Suzanna Dennis, “Failing to Safeguard Gender
Equality: Comments on the ADB Consultation Draft of
Safeguard Policy Statement,” Gender Action,
December 2007;  Titi Soentoro, “Gender Blindness of
SPS Fails to Integrate Gender Considerations,  Nadi,
April 2008.

and domestic violence increased.2  In one documented
case, an old woman lost everything including her
house, had to live in a barn with cows and chicken,
and waited there for her compensation of around USD
200 from the project which she never got to receive
until the day she died. In Kyrgyzstan, monitoring
reports on a water project funded by ADB revealed
that many women complained about back pains
brought about by having to walk longer with heavy
buckets,fetching water.3

These portraits of women’s experiences show
that women are being affected badly by ADB-funded
projects. Though ADB requires gender considerations
to be applied in all ADB operations,4  it seems that
this requirement was not being fulfilled in many
projects. Even during its Safeguard Policy Update,
where there is an expectation that protection of
women from project impacts will be strengthened,
this requirement was not met in the first draft of
Safeguard Policy Statement (SPS).5

Due to many criticisms on the
lack of gender considerations

in the first draft SPS, an
attempt was made to include
these issues in the second

draft SPS. Though more words
on women and gender were
included in the second draft

compared to the first draft, the
former still fails to recognize

the gender dimension in
society which constructs men
and women in different roles

and responsibilities, and
therefore, men and women

have different experiences in
facing problems caused by

project impacts.

T
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Due to many criticisms on the lack of gender
considerations in the first draft SPS, an attempt was
made to include these issues in the second draft SPS.
Though more words on women and gender were
included in the second draft compared to the first
draft, the former still fails to recognize the gender
dimension in society which constructs men and
women in different roles and responsibilities, and
therefore, men and women have different experiences
in facing problems caused by project impacts.

The second draft SPS does not define affected
people and persons as men and women. Without
defining ‘men and women’ exclusively in the draft,
women will be left out from any effort to protect
affected people from project impacts and risks. This
is because it is the usual practice of the Bank to refer
to men as the head of the households or the decision-
makers of the family and communities. Women as
the most vulnerable groups in the communities
affected have been left out due to this practice; their
opinions, considerations and specific daily and
strategic needs tend to be ignored.

The ‘here and there’ placement of gender term
is more to give an impression that the second draft
SPS document considers gender; it was done without
clear conceptual understanding of gender issues. If
we look throughout the document, the gender
considerations are mentioned in  the consultation part

but are overlooked in the other important aspects such
as project impacts and risks to women whose status
in their communities or societies is gender-
constructed. It means that the second draft SPS
document does not recognize that women are
vulnerable to direct, indirect and cumulative
environmental and socio-economic impacts of a
project, which strengthen and multiply existing
gender injustices such as sexual harassment and
violence, exploitation, increasing burden of women,
marginalization, and feminization of poverty.

The ‘here and there’
placement of gender term is
more to give an impression
that the second draft SPS

document considers gender;
it was done without clear

conceptual understanding of
gender issues.
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Consequently, this kind of approach will not be
able to assess the existing gender relations in the
affected communities before a project starts.  At the
project preparation phase, this will further cause the
exclusion of women in decision-making. Since no
assessment of impacts or risks of the project to
women will be done, all efforts to avoid project
impacts and risks to women or to generate project
benefits for them will be futile. Therefore, gender
impacts and risks should be mentioned exclusively
thoughout the document. An assumption that gender
impacts are already included under social impacts,
is incorrect because the social impacts will not
automatically include gender impacts.

The social risk mentioned in the second draft
SPS  is a vague term. Only health and safety,  are
mentioned specifically under the socio-economic
aspects. No further details were provided. For
example, there was no recognition of
impoverishment, labor exploitation, forced migration,
sexual exploitation, or gender injustices as socio-
economic risks. With such a vague term, gender risk,
which covers created, or strengthened and multiplied
existing gender injustices in the society as a result of
direct, indirect and cumulative impacts of
environmental problems, will not be identified.
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Only a few parts of the SPS document integrate
the language of gender. This shows the lack of
consistency of the document on this matter. The SPS
document should define gender considerations within
the context of gender relations, consistently
throughout the project. First, it should acknowledge
that there is a non-equal and an unjust power relations
between men and women in our societies that
manifest in violence, discrimination, stereotyping,
double burden, and subordination and
marginalization of women. Such gender relations
limit women in their access and control over decision-
making in communities, making them  incapable to
articulate their opinions and needs in public. Second,
in acknowledging women’s condition in societies,
efforts should be made to consider women’s specific
daily and strategic needs through measures to involve
women in the decision-making.

head of the household despite the fact that millions
of households are female-headed. Therefore, these
women are left out of the decision-making processes
related to their lives and families. Since only men
are acknowledged as the decision-makers in public,
women without husbands but are heads of the family
will be not involved in the decision-making processes
at the community level. It is often the case that women
as the head of family will ask their male members –
- father, uncle, brother, brother-in-law — to represent
them in public. Expectedly, these male members of
the family will mostly represent men’s perspective
of the problems, and not women’s.  This leaves out
female-headed families from any scheme of
resettlement, restoration or compensation plans.
There will be no consideration, for example, of how
a woman who has children but has no husband will
be integrated in other communities where they will
be displaced without suffering discrimination,
violence, stereotyping and marginalization of their
rights. Many times, women and girls are the first
targets of hatred of host communities which are forced
to accept the new displaced families into their
settlements. Serious consideration of women-headed
household throughout the document is, therefore, an
imperative.

The SPS document does not respect human
rights, particularly the right to life, as embodied in
the economic, social and cultural rights (ESCR)
which guarantees, among others, the right of the
people to decide whether or not  they agree to a project
proposed in their area. In the language of SPS, a
project is pursued due to economic and technical

Only a few parts of the SPS
document integrate the

language of gender. This
shows the lack of

consistency of the document
on this matter. The SPS
document should define

gender considerations within
the context of gender
relations, consistently
throughout the project.

Another issue is about female-headed
households. The second draft SPS mentioned this
only in the safeguards on involuntary resettlement.
It ignores the requirement to consider the situation
of female-headed household in all stages of
decision-making of all safeguard policies.
Governments in developing countries
recognize men, not women, as the

Photo courtesy of Maya Eralieva, NGO Forum on ADB
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considerations, and through ‘good faith negotiation’
if the local communities do not agree to the project.
There is no room to accommodate the wish of the
people to say no to a project.

Respect for human rights is mentioned in the
principles of the safeguard policy on indigenous
peoples, but not in the other policy principles. This
means that the SPS does not recognize the rights of
people who are not indigenous but are nevertheless
affected by the project. This discriminatory aspect of
the SPS towards local non-indigenous communities
of the project-affected area should be removed; SPS
has to respect the rights of all. In addition, the rights
of women should be stated explicitly because though
they are the most vulnerable group in the society, their
rights are often ignored. Gender injustices heighten
and multiply if women’s rights are not protected.

sexual exploitation occurring in the domestic sphere
in the form of contract marriages that happen often
in a project site involving extractives, for example,
is not seen as a public matter but rather a private
one. Another example is that the increasing domestic
violence caused by male family members (husband
or father) getting depressed while dealing with project
impacts and impoverishment, is likewise seen as a
family business. Therefore, the SPS should also refer
to some developed women’s rights instruments such
as the CEDAW (Convention on the Elimination of
All Forms of Discrimination Against Women) among
others. Many countries have ratified the CEDAW
through their national law.

Another discriminatory language in the SPS is
that the principle of free prior informed consent
applies only to indigenous people; meanwhile, the
principle of free prior informed consultation is applied
to other project-affected people. It means that the
consent of the local people for a project is not
required. However, the free prior informed consent
principle should apply to every community affected
by a project, with specific measures to include
(indigenous and local) women’s consent.

As a conclusion, the ‘gender blindness’ from the
first draft SPS is carried over to the second draft SPS.
The protection of women from project impacts and
risks should be a serious attempt by ADB. The
inclusion of gender considerations should not be used
to serve the ADB in its image-polishing, as reflected
in this second draft SPS. It should be applied
throughout the document, not partially ‘here and
there.’

The SPS document does not
respect human rights,

particularly the right to life, as
embodied in the economic,

social and cultural rights (ESCR)
which guarantees, among

others, the right of the people to
decide whether or not  they

agree to a project proposed in
their area. In the language of

SPS, a project is pursued due to
economic and technical

considerations, and through
‘good faith negotiation’ if the

local communities do not agree
to the project. There is no room
to accommodate the wish of the

people to say no to a project.

The reason for specifically stating women’s
rights is because in many existing human rights
instruments, women are still defined within the
context of their roles and responsibilities in the
domestic sphere (reproductive role). On the other
hand, the family is defined in existing human rights
instruments as a private sphere that tends to limit
the opportunities for equal treatment. Therefore,
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Infrastructure and Safeguards:
A Cost-Risk Approach

Pieter Jansen1, Both ENDS

he ADB’s long-term perspective until 2020
retains infrastructure as its core priority. All
member countries need to give priority to
infrastructure.2 The eminent group advising

ADB on its long-term strategy thinks it has to make
an adjustment in this field though, among others, by
‘pay(ing) even more attention to identifying,
developing, and implementing regional or
subregional infrastructure projects.’

Much of the effort of NGOs goes into ensuring
that infrastructure projects comply with social and
environmental safeguard policies that financial
institutions are obliged to follow. Such work is
important but can be quite frustrating since it tends
to deliver rather limited visible effects on the ground.3

It is potentially more effective (but not
necessarily any less frustrating) to attempt to analyze
and explain the economic and financial implications
of large infrastructure development projects.4

Huge transport infrastructure shows almost
endemic excesses of cost overruns, and does not
necessarily generate the expected economic extra
value for the society as a whole. European research
shows that positive regional development effects of
large infrastructure projects repeatedly turn out to be
non-measurable, insignificant or even negative.5

“Large-scale infrastructure projects, at the same
time, can lead to reallocations and distortions in
public finance budgets in other sectors.”6 “Projects
such as (a.o.) the construction of roads tend to benefit

1 The author is an  IC member of NGO Forum on ADB.
2 Towards a New Asian Development Bank in a New Asia, Report of the Iminent Persons Group, March 2007.
3 Both ENDS briefing paper, Towards Sustainable International Capital Flows, 2008.
4 Ibid.
5 Bent Flyvbjerg, Megaprojects and Risk, Cambridge University Press, 2003.
6 Ibid.
7 Both ENDS, The Return of the Giants, the Politics of Large-Scale Infrastructure, 2006.

urban middle classes, medium and large industries,
transport companies and agricultural enterprises.”7

To achieve poverty reduction, it might be more
efficient to invest in other types of projects or in
different sectors of the society.

Huge transport infrastructure
shows almost endemic

excesses of cost overruns, and
does not necessarily generate
the expected economic extra

value for the society as a
whole. European research

shows that positive regional
development effects of large

infrastructure projects
repeatedly turn out to be non-
measurable, insignificant or

even negative.

T

A more holistic and overarching inclusive
approach would turn out to be more cost-effective
for the society as a whole. Unfortunately, it will not
be enough for the ADB to just ‘add safeguards’ to its
applied growth policies, models, and road schemes.
This ignores the existing conflicts of interest behind
the economic models.
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For instance, motorized vehicles are now the
leading contributor in Asia to the greenhouse
emissions.  From a climate policy perspective, public
investments in urban public transport should be
preferred over facilities for long-distance freight
transport. Climate adaptation costs in the end will
turn out to be an unbearable expensive load to carry
otherwise.

Numerous studies in Europe show that it is
important in the early phases to create plenty of scope
for generating and working out alternatives. These
would include options that would make the project
unnecessary or too expensive, as well as alternatives
for the project itself.

One European illustration is the Betuwe Link
in the Netherlands, a freight rail link between
Rotterdam Harbor and the Ruhr Area (in Germany).
From the very start, the Dutch government had
decided that a freight railway would be the best
hinterland connection. Only in the very late stages
were alternatives considered, mostly from opposing
groups, among others, inland shipping over Rhine
river, which would be far more cost-effective (and
environment-friendly).

Dutch professor Hugo Priemus of Delft
University of Technology in the Netherlands observes
that alternatives are seldom generated and worked
out at an early stage. Most of the time, the solution
precedes the problem analysis, and any alternatives
mooted at a later stage by opponents are swept aside

by the project initiators and the Ministry of
Transportation. As a result, the role of parliament is
often marginalized, especially in the early stages.
Mostly. parliament is unable to get a foothold in the
decision-making. Any adaptation that parliament
pushes at a later stage merely adds to the – already
looming -- excess costs.  According to Priemus, this
is a not a particular Dutch problem but a worldwide
issue.8

He also stated that one factor that tends to be
underestimated is the effect of price tagging and
pricing policy as a potential ‘democratic’ (ed. pj) tool:
“So the higher the price, the lower the demand. The
use of infrastructure reacts strongly to introduction
of evt. user charges.”

Maybe an appealing example of this is what
Grainne Ryder of the NGO Probe International shows
for hydropower development in China. The
government’s West-East economic development
strategy to develop huge hydro dams to provide the
coastal area with energy turns out to be pricey for the
projects responsible authorities. At 3.8 US cents per
kilowatt-hour, the price of southwest hydro is
considered too low given the dams’ high social and
environmental costs, not to mention the cost of getting
the power to the coast. “What you now see happen is
that provincial and municipal governments have
demonstrated a preference for locally-built power
plants rather than relying on remote (and centrally-
funded) power stations.”9

But besides economic and financial
assessments, a better understanding of the anatomy
of megaprojects is necessary as well to be an effective
player in project development. The interests and
power relations involved in megaprojects are typically
very strong. Environmental considerations and
affected parties, even rational cost estimations, are
easily overruled.

Bent Flyvbjerg in his academic research on
European megaprojects and risks has focused on,
besides deliberative processes, how power relations
and outcomes may be influenced and balanced by
reforming the institutional arrangements that form

A more holistic and
overarching inclusive

approach would turn out to be
more cost-effective for the

society as a whole.
Unfortunately, it will not be
enough for the ADB to just

‘add safeguards’ to its applied
growth policies, models, and
road schemes. This ignores

the existing conflicts of
interest behind the economic

models.

8 Priemus a.o., Decision-making on Mega-projects:
Cost-benefit Analysis, Planning and Innovation
(Transport Economics, Management and Policy Series
2008.

9 Grainne Ryder, Big Hydro’s Market Failure in China,
Probe International, 2007.
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the context of megaproject decision-making.10

According to Flyvbjerg, communicative and
deliberative approaches work well as ideals and as
evaluative yardsticks for decision-making, but they
are quite defenseless in the face of power. Analysis
of the way in which (sub) contracts for infrastructure
programs and technical assistance (consultancy) are
awarded can provide important insights into who
benefits from such projects.

In the nineties, for example, the Trans-European
Networks (TENs), with a budget of 400 billion ECU,
became the largest infrastructure program in history.
The more than 150 projects include motorways,
goods, railway lines and waterways. According to
the NGO Corporate Europe Observatory: “European
parliament had never been consulted, but the
European Commission was already working hard on
the implementation of the TENs.” Although the
environmental movement lobbied the European
Parliament extensively in order to avoid an
environmental disaster, very few of their demands
were met. The EU claimed TENs would create many
jobs as an effect of economic growth. Figures on that
were based on calculations by the European Centre
for Infrastructure Studies (ECIS). Almost nobody
checked, but ECIS was established by the more
influential European Round Table of industrialists.11

Perhaps, the TENs’ experiences, to some extent,
might be found mirrored in the Asian showcase of
economic integration based on huge transport
infrastructure investments. It remains to be seen in
the context of the Greater Mekong Subregion
program if the high expectations raised in the plans
for boosting trade will be fully met in the end. To
illustrate, the East-West Economic Corridor (EWEC)
-- a 1,450 km highway linking central Vietnam with
Laos, Thailand and Myanmar -- which opened two
years ago, has yet to boost trade equitably among the
countries as anticipated in the technical assistance
for project appraisal. Recent statistics reveal that in
the first five months of this year, of the 30,000
containers passing through the port, only 1,000
belong to Lao enterprises. And according to Thai
transport companies, provinces in Thailand’s north-
east region transport each year around five million
tonnes of cassava, one million tonnes of rice, one
million tonnes of ore and 500,000 tonnes of rubber
latex via Vietnamese ports.12

10 Bent Flyvbjerg, Megaprojects and Risk, Cambridge
University Press, 2003.
11 Europe Inc. Dangerous Liaisons Between EU
Institutions and Industry, Corporate Europe
Observatory, 1997.
12 Vietnam News Service, ‘Project yet to bring promised
prosperity,’ Sept. 18, 2008.

Photo courtesy of NGO Forum on ADB
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It is very important to continue
the work on safeguards. At the

same time, more attention
should be given to the
economic and financial

assessment of infrastructure
development. Evidence that

costs will overrun or that growth
expectations are exaggerated
might lead to a re-appraisal of
the economic sustainability of
projects by decision-makers.

But such forms of assessments
require significant economic or

technical expertise. Reliance on
technical expertise can become
a barrier for local communities
to participate in the decision-

making processes.

Conclusion

It is very important to continue the work on
safeguards. At the same time, more attention should
be given to the economic and financial assessment
of infrastructure development. Evidence that costs
will overrun or that growth expectations are
exaggerated might lead to a re-appraisal of the
economic sustainability of projects by decision-
makers.  But such forms of assessments  require
significant economic or technical expertise. Reliance
on technical expertise can become a barrier for local
communities to participate in the decision-making
processes.  It is recommended that NGO Forum and
other network organizations invest considerable more
energy and time to involving grassroots groups in
discussions and decision-making about the costs and
benefits of projects. In the end, infrastructure
development must first and foremost serve local
needs and aspirations.
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Hidden Impacts?
The Asian Development Bank’s

Clean Energy Private
Equity Funds

Stephanie Fried, Ph.D.

“     here seems to be no regular internal ADB assessment, reporting, or focused management of
    reputational, environmental, or other nonfinancial risks [for Private Equity Funds (PEFs)].
   This issue is particularly important at the investee level where any problems such as environmental
  damage, child labor, or other forms of corporate misconduct, are most likely to occur. It is highly

unlikely that a P[rivate] E[quity] F[und] manager will engage in activities such as employing underage
workers in its Hong Kong, China fund management office. However, ADB should consider that it is
conceivable an investee company in which a fund invests might do so. If such corporate misconduct were to
come to the public’s notice through an event such as a widespread product safety issue arising at an investee
that was uncovered by a nongovernment organization, the press, or by regulators, it could damage ADB’s
reputation.”

— Operations Evaluation Department, Asian Development Bank, “Private Equity Fund
Operations, Special Evaluation Study,”, July 2008, page 95, Appendix 5.

T

 The Asian Development Bank (ADB) has
made a welcome and timely comittment to support
measures to alleviate and avoid the impacts of
climate change. This is a vitally important step,
given that vulnerable ecosystems and the poor
are among the the most deeply affected by the
growing climate change crisis,

Developing economies determined to take low-
carbon pathways and those trying to cope with
increasingly deadly climate change impacts need
urgent assistance. Unfortunately, the ADB appears
to be using the climate crisis to fund offshore
financial operations which sidestep the bank’s own
safeguard policies and finance potentially
damaging projects. Hidden from public scrutiny,
these offshore funds are designed to mobilize
substantial resources for projects including those
with potentially significant negative climate
impacts, including palm oil plantations, coal
projects and incinerators.

In April 2008, the Board of the ADB voted to
approve commitments of up to $100 million for a
group of five new “clean energy” private equity
funds for “60 - 80 clean energy projects” by 2014.2

According to the ADB President’s report, “The
funds will provide management advice to
companies in …environmental and social issues,
and international best practices in corporate
governance, thus raising the quality of individual
companies.”3

The President informed the Board that the
“ADB’s investment will be extremely helpful to
the funds in further fund-raising.  Indeed, ADB’s
demonstrated interest has already catalyzed
interest from other investors. With ADB’s
investment, the funds will be eligible for financing
from the Asia Pacific Carbon Fund, CEFPF [Clean
Energy Financing Program Facility?], and the Seed
Capital Assistance Facility (SCAF)…. Without the
ADB’s investment, the funds will not have such
access.”4

1
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In the midst of the global financial crisis,
during the international push for the “re-regulation”
of the financial architecture and an increase in
transparency measures, the Asian Development
Bank (ADB) has proposed the further deregulation
of risky investments.  The ADB’s October 2008
“Draft Safeguard Policy Statement” calls for the
weakening of rules for “financial intermediaries”
which now include high-risk private equity funds,
securitization funds and other alternative
investments. The new proposals include the
reduction -  by 50%  - of the amount of time required
for public notice and comment on such
investments.5

staff. Approximately 50% of ADB-held funds have
been approved since 2003 and there are plans for
many more such investments, which will fall under
the Bank’s new Safeguard Policy Statement once
it is finalized and approved.

The ADB’s Operations Evaluation
Department (OED) found the yield of the Bank’s
high risk funds to be an “unsatisfactory” 7.5%,
about half of the Bank’s required rate of return.6

The OED sharply criticized the Bank’s “hands-off
approach” to the funds which it found had unclear
development impacts and “significant” post-
approval departures from agreed-upon investment
concepts.7    The OED decried the lack of risk
mitigation measures and highlighted the Bank’s
failure to obtain seats on fund investment
committees, and the failure to use fund agreements
to require “comprehensive business plans, opt-out
clauses, and veto rights.” They found  “very little
monitoring of non-financial risks post-investment
approval” and concluded that, “once funding is
committed, PSOD [Private Sector Operations
Department] is largely dependent upon fund
managers to achieve positive development and
financial results by relying upon a combination of
commercial incentives and a set of high-level
investment restrictions that have little relationship
with development objectives.”8  They noted that the
practices of the ADB’s Controller do “not comply
with standard international procedures in the PEF
industry”9  and concluded that the level of resources
allocated to private equity “does not provide the focus
and capacity to achieve acceptable levels of
development and financial performance.”

Environmental and Social Impacts?

Despite the fact that, in interviews, the staff
expressed concern that some of the funds could be
used for hydropower projects which could have
significant social and environmental impacts, the
President’s report to the Board does not present
analyses of the potential environmental and social
aspects of each fund, but instead groups all five
of the funds together and classifies them as
“financial intermediaries” in terms of environmental
category (i.e., Category C) and as “Category B/C”
for involuntary resettlement and indigenous
peoples.  It is important to note that the ADB is
currently proposing, through its Safeguard Review
process, to eliminate the requirement for
categorization of social impacts; i.e, those involving
involuntary resettlement and indigenous peoples.

In the midst of the global
financial crisis, during the

international push for the “re-
regulation” of the financial

architecture and an increase in
transparency measures, the

Asian Development Bank
(ADB) has proposed the further

deregulation of risky
investments.  The ADB’s

October 2008 “Draft Safeguard
Policy Statement” calls for the

weakening of rules for
“financial intermediaries” which
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equity funds, securitization
funds and other alternative

investments. The new
proposals include the reduction

-  by 50%  - of the amount of
time required for public notice

and comment on such
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The ADB has targeted private equity funds
as a key component of its private sector
development strategy and has invested in close
to 40 private equity funds, for the most part
domiciled in secrecy jurisdictions such as the
Cayman Islands. The funds invest in an average
of 10 companies each, yielding potentially 400
portfolio companies, all overseen by two junior

Decreased Due Diligence for
Risky Investments
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This would significantly reduce the information
easily conveyed to the Board and to the public
prior to approval of such investments.

Given that the funds vary widely in nature,
intent and level of manager experience, it is difficult
to understand why each fund was not individually
categorized in terms of potential impacts.  The China
Clean Energy Capital fund, for example, was initially
supported by the UK-based Virgin Group as its
“anchor investor.” Virgin pulled out, leaving behind
a group which “has no track record as a team.”10

The ADB responded by renegotiating the deal to
allow the ADB to nominate an observer to the
investment committee, and requiring the fund to
hire an “additional private equity professional for
their team.”11   Given the known problems with the
lack of ADB influence over private equity
investment committees (and the detailed
documentation by the International Finance
Corporation, and elsewhere, about the need for
such power), it is difficult to understand why ADB
staff set as a goal mere observer status on this
committee.

The Middle East and Asia Capital Partners
fund was established by the former manager of
the Islamic Development Bank’s $730 million Global
Infrastructure Fund and has as its “core investment
strategy: to be a platform for accelerating
investment flows between Gulf Cooperation
Countries looking for large-scale energy projects
and Asian countries looking for Middle Eastern
funding.”12  This fund includes “a veteran of the
energy and chemicals business worldwide,” the
former “chief engineer of the IMF for 16 years [who]
most recently was an independent consultant in
the energy, petrochemicals and bioethanol projects
in the region.” According to the ADB, “the deals
in their pipeline are geothermal projects in
Indonesia…small hydro and bio-ethanol projects
in the region.”

The Korea-based Asia Clean Energy Fund is
associated with the Korean Technology Investment
Corporation (KTIC) and KPMG Korea/Samjong
Investment Advisory (SIA). The former Deputy
Director of the Korean Ministry of Commerce,
Industry and Energy serves on the fund’s investment
committee. No evidence suggests that the ADB has
a seat on this committee. In addition, there is no
mention that the involvement of high-ranking
former officials could be a trigger for relatively
recent anti-money laundering (AML) statutes

which require a heightened level of scrutiny for
financial transactions involving prominent or
“politically exposed” persons.13   According to the
ADB, KTIC has a track record of advising on
“transactions in oil, gas, mining, infrastructure.”

Given that the funds vary
widely in nature, intent and

level of manager experience,
it is difficult to understand why
each fund was not individually

categorized in terms of
potential impacts.  The China
Clean Energy Capital fund, for

example, was initially
supported by the UK-based
Virgin Group as its “anchor
investor.” Virgin pulled out,

leaving behind a group which
“has no track record as

a team.”

The “core strength” of this fund lies in “its
extensive network of relationships both within the
Republic of Korea and throughout Asia…access
to senior levels of government as well as top
management executives of energy conglomerates
and equipment manufacturing companies with
which ACE will partner for deal identification,
execution, project development, and exit.”14

Planned investments include “palm oil plantation
projects in Southeast Asia, a waste-to-energy
project in Korea” and “bio-diesel companies in
Korea and Indonesia.” The SIA has advised on
“transactions in energy, renewable energy ,oil and
gas, mining, and infrastructure” and “maintains
deal sourcing offices in Central Asia, the PRC, India,
Viet Nam, Cambodia, Laos and the rest of Southeast
Asia.”15

Another fund, the South Asia Clean Energy
fund “has identified a number of potential early-
stage deals including manufacturers and
equipment providers for…biofuel projects…small
hydro turbines.”16

A number of proposed investments are likely
to have significant environmental and social
impacts. For example, Indonesian and Malaysian
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palm oil plantations are well known for the frequent
association of plantation establishment with human
rights violations, forced land seizures, significant
impacts on indigenous peoples, and devastating
environmental impacts, including forest fires and the
draining of ecologically important peat swamps. The
ADB’s “micro-hydro” projects have been associated
with and used to fund portions of massive
hydropower operations with associated
environmental and social impacts.17   “Large-scale
energy projects” and “waste-to-energy” incinerator
plants are often associated with large-scale social,
environmental and governance problems. Yet it is
unclear to what extent potentially affected peoples
would be provided with due process during the
planning and implementation of such projects, or the
extent to which the Board and the public would have
the right to be informed or to comment on the projects.

End Run Around Public Process?

According to ADB staff, the clean energy
funds are unusual in that ADB environmental
requirements are detailed in the fund contract
documents. It is extremely problematic that
inserting environmental and social safeguard
language into the body of a private equity fund
contract should be viewed as “unusual” and raises
the question of whether, if such safeguard
language has not been written into earlier private
equity contracts, the absence of such language
means that the ADB policy requirements for
safeguard implementation do not apply to these
funds.  In the case of the “clean energy” funds,
the language was inserted into the contracts
apparently out of concern that the funds might be
invested in power plants and hydropower
development. Under the guidelines set forth in the
fund documents presented to the Board, however,
fund managers would be responsible for
determining if any of the projects carried out by
their investee companies involve the infringement
of indigenous peoples’ rights, involuntary
resettlement or environmental damage.18

This would mean that, for example, a Seoul-
based manager, for a fund domiciled, perhaps, in
Ireland or Jersey, would need to learn if a company it
invests in – say an Indonesian palm oil plantation –
had any environmental problems or issues with
indigenous peoples or resettlement issues. Most
likely, this would be done by simply asking the
Indonesian company for this information. If the

company admitted that there was any impact on,
say, indigenous peoples (not a likely admission
for an Indonesian palm oil company), the investee
company would then be in charge of drafting
indigenous peoples’ and resettlement plans. There
is little in the descriptions of these funds and
nothing in the description of potential investee
companies to indicate competence or experience
in assessing, avoiding or mitigating such impacts.

Transfer of authority from ADB
to fund managers

It would be difficult to imagine the ADB
investing directly in an Indonesian palm oil company
without substantial independent public review of
environmental and social impacts, which could well
lead to a decision to reject the proposed investment.
The IFC, for example, provided funding for the
Wilmar palm oil company and has, as a result, faced
lengthy and complex complaints filed by community
groups and international NGOs with the IFC
Ombudsman regarding environmental and human

A number of proposed
investments are likely to have
significant environmental and
social impacts. For example,
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rights violations associated with the company’s
Indonesian operations. There are currently no
Indonesian palm oil companies certified for
“sustainable palm oil” production under the
international Roundtable on Sustainable Palm Oil
standards.  The use of private equity funds to invest
in Indonesian palm oil plantations – as just one
example -- would appear to represent an end run
around full and open public scrutiny of such
controversial public investments. Reflecting a
startling transfer of authority from the ADB to private
sector fund managers, the terms of the “clean energy”
contracts – and of the proposed weakened new draft
ADB Safeguard Policy language – place
responsibility on the fund manager, and not the ADB,
to ascertain whether an investee company has
substantial environmental and social impacts and
whether their operations trigger a “Category A”
review process for environmental impacts.  The
elimination of categorization standards proposed for
all social impacts of ADB funding in the October
2008 Draft Safeguard Policy Statement means that
there would no longer be clear triggers which
immediately flag higher scrutiny needed for projects
involving forced resettlement or indigenous peoples.

The contract language requires that each fund
have a “social and environmental manager”
(SEM)19  who is “responsible for screening
investments in portfolio companies for
environmental and social impact” and who must
prepare an annual report for the ADB on
environmental and social management for each
portfolio company and identify “any area of
noncompliance with environmental and social
policies.”20  The funds are required to “adopt a
social safeguard framework consistent with the
safeguard policy principles and requirements of
the ADB” and to design an Environmental
Management System. We note that a requirement
of being “consistent” with safeguard policy is
weaker than a requirement for implementing the
policy.  The fund manager must classify the
environmental impacts and “(i)f a fund manger
determines that a potential portfolio company
conducts its business in a way that could have
adverse environmental impact (and is therefore
classified as a Category A project or a Category B
project pursuant to ADB’s environment policy),
the fund shall comply with the procedures
described in ADB’s environment policy, including
the preparation, disclosure, and approval by the
ADB (in each case, where required) of an
environmental impact assessment in the case of

Category A, or an initial environmental examination
in the case of Category B.”21

What is striking here is that it is up to the
fund manager – and not the ADB – to determine
whether a company would have a Category A
impact. This sets up an inherent conflict of interest
where, given the incentive structure of
management fees (based on percentage of assets
under management), it is obviously in the fund
manager’s personal interest to avoid labeling
companies as having significant environmental or
social impacts. The contract also requires that,
“Before making any investment…the fund manager
shall itself ascertain that the portfolio company is
in compliance with applicable environmental laws
and regulations and has no claims pending against
it in connection with an environmental liability”
…and that “the fund manager shall ensure that
each portfolio company follows environmental
health and safety processes and procedures
consistent with internationally recognized
practices and national and local labor laws and
regulations.”22   These are laudable goals. However,
there is nothing in the ADB track record to suggest
that private equity fund managers have ever done
so. Full public transparency – including web-
posting --  of such documentation would be one
step towards proof of compliance.

Suggestions, Not Requirements

The contract lays out “guiding principles”
which are “suggested for implementation of
environmental policies by the portfolio companies
financed by each fund” and which include a
prohibition on “any construction on intensively
inhabited land or on ecologically or socially
sensitive areas, such as cultural sites and swamp
forests.”  The use of the term “construction” raises
the question of whether the establishment of palm
oil plantations on peat swamps would be
considered  “construction.”23   In addition, the
question of why the ADB would not insist that
their rules and standards be implemented instead
of “suggesting” “guiding principles… for
implementation” is of substantial concern.  This
language does not appear to be a legally binding
prohibition against construction activities or palm
oil plantation establishment in a peat swamp, for
example, but merely a “suggestion.”

The guidelines also “suggest” that the funds
“ensure that the project contractors will fully comply
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with the environmental management principles
consistent with ADB policies and applicable rules
and regulations of the national and local
governments” and that they “implement an
appropriate public information program related to
the portfolio company’s environmental
management activities.”24  They also “suggest”
that “each fund manager will ensure that the
activities financed by its portfolio companies are
conducted in accordance with ADB’s social
safeguard policies, and applicable national and
local laws and regulations governing land
acquisition, compensation, involuntary
resettlement, and indigenous peoples and ethnic
minorities. The portfolio companies will also follow
internationally recognized labor practices
consistent with national labor laws and
regulations.”28   The term “consistent with” is
weaker than a simple requirement that they comply
with national laws.  Again, a “suggestion” is vastly
different than a requirement.

The ADB states that the objectives of
managing involuntary resettlement impacts are to
“avoid involuntary resettlement where feasible”
and to “avoid negative impact on [ethnic minorities
and indigenous peoples] where possible.”26

There is no discussion to illuminate why the weaker
term “feasible” was chosen for the avoidance of
resettlement instead of the stronger “avoid where
possible” for impacts on indigenous peoples. It is
well known that hydropower and palm oil plantation
projects often involve forced resettlement and this
use of weak language for resettlement is alarming.
The disclosure terms written into the contract are far
weaker than standard ADB disclosure terms and it
remains to be seen if funds (and ADB staff) will claim
that the terms of the contract trump ADB’s disclosure
requirements.  The “consultation and disclosure”
section states that draft resettlement plans and
indigenous peoples’ plans will be “made available
to the affected persons before implementation;” yet
the minimum length of the public comment period
is not specified.27  By contrast, ADB safeguard
rules require a 120-day public consultation period
on all environmental impact plans.

According to the OED, one of the weaknesses
in ADB fund management is the failure to exercise
decision-making authority over the funds. As anchor
investors who provide a “seal of good housekeeping”
which attracts other investors, it should not prove
difficult for the ADB to take a more active role. The
OED claims that “fund managers and other investors
appreciate ADB’s strong attention to environmental
and social safeguards and to corporate governance.
The ADB’s involvement in environmental, social, and
governance issues reduces the risk to the funds’
reputation and creates confidence in locally
managed funds.”28  Reduced risk leads to higher
returns and higher fees; yet the Bank -- while
lending its good name to these funds – has not
taken important steps to guarantee that safeguards,
which are so valuable to reputational risk, will
actually be enforced. Unfortunately, for example,
even in these newest of funds where the ADB has
specified “suggestions” for social and
environmental safeguards, the Bank has not
required that it be a voting member on the funds’
investment committees. It has only sought a seat
on the funds’ advisory boards.  The ADB has
stated that it will merely “seek observer
representation on the funds’ investment
committees.”29   This appears to indicate that not
only has the Bank not sought voting rights on the
powerful investment committees, it apparently
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does not even have a guarantee of observer
representation on the investment committees.
Instead, in the President’s report to the Board, it
celebrates the presence of politically exposed
persons on investment committees.30

Conclusion

It is likely that controversial climate-harmful,
environmentally damaging and socially destructive
projects will be carried out by portfolio companies
held under the new “clean energy” funds, yet the ADB
is proposing primarily a weak set of “suggested”
safeguards for these investments, does not appear to
sit on the investment committees of the funds, and
thus – despite serving as a “seal of good
housekeeping” used to attract other investors – lacks
influence over the portfolio companies held by the
funds.  There is no clear list of investee companies
nor any opportunity for public comment on the
companies prior to their approval. Despite the poor

track record of palm oil plantations and concerns
about environmental and social impacts of
hydropower and incinerator projects, there is an
extraordinary lack of public notice and bank
oversight. The “hands off” approach to risky
investments, pioneered on Wall Street, is the current
hallmark of the Bank’s alternative investment
operations. In the midst of the financial crisis, through
its Safeguard Policy review process, the ADB
continues to push for the further deregulation of risky
investments. The October 2008 Draft Safeguard
Policy Statement proposes a shocking reduction in
Bank and public oversight not only of high risk
alternative investments, but of standard project
finance as well.

Stephanie Fried is a senior environmental scientist of
Environmental Defense, a non-government organization. This
feature piece is the short version of a report by the same author
which the Forum will release early next year.

1 The materials in this summary briefing paper are
presented in more detail and in a broader context in S.
Fried, “A ‘Hands-Off  Approach” to High Risk Finance in
the Midst of the Financial Crisis: MDB and ECA Private
Equity Portfolios,” October 2008.
2ADB, Report and Recommendation of  the President to
the Board of Directors, Proposed Equity Investment in
Asian Clean Energy Private Equity Funds, Project
Number 41922 March 2008. Performance indicators chart:
“60 – 80 clean energy projects are funded by the clean
energy funds by 2014”.  Assumption: “The funds do not
breach investment policy.”
3 ibid.
4Ibid, page 7
5 ADB, Safeguard Policy Statement, 2nd Draft ,October
2008; See also, ADB OM Section F1/BP, Operations
Manual, Enviornmental Considerations in ADB
Operations, 2003 which indicates that Financial
Intermediary projects with insignificant environmental
impacts are “generally microfinance projects” , pg 7.
6 Ibid, pg iii
7 ADB, Operations Evaluation Department, Private Equity
Fund Operations Reference Number: SST: REG 2008-17,
Special Evaluation Study, July 2008,pg iii, pg 96.
8 Ibid pg iii, iv
9 OED Report,  Appendix 5, pg 91
10 Ibid pg 9
11 Ibid, pg 10
12 Ibid pg 11
13 M. Spek, Financing Pulp Mills: An Appraisal of Risk
Assessment and Safeguard Procedures, CIFOR, 2005
14 Ibid, pg 8
15 Ibid, pg 8
16 Ibid pg 10

17. See, for example, “Disguised attempt to fund large
hydro projects: ADB’s Loan for Uttaranchal Power Sector,
South Asia Network on Dams, Rivers and People, May
2006.
18 ADB, Report and Recommendation of  the President to
the Board of Directors, Proposed Equity Investment in
Asian Clean Energy Private Equity Funds, Project
Number 41922 March 2008., Appendix 7 . According to
the Report: “None of the funds’ investments are
foreseen to lead to involuntary settlement [sic]. But the
funds will adopt a resettlement framework that defines
the policies, procedures, roles, and responsibilities of the
funds for screening and managing any involuntary
resettlement by portfolio companies.  Likewise no
investments by the funds are expected to affect
indigenous peoples. The funds will not invest in
activities falling within ADB’s list of  exclusions.” page 11
19 Ibid, pg 27
20 Ibid, pg 27
21 Ibid, pg 27, 28
22 Ibid, pg 28
23 Ibid, pg 28
24 Ibid, pg 28
25 Ibid, pg 29
26 Ibid, pg 29
27 Ibid, pg 30
28 Ibid, pg 7
29 Ibid, pg 7
30 i.e. Ibid, pg 8,  “This access [to senior levels of
government]  is also reflected in ACE’s investment
committee which includes the former deputy director
of the Ministry of Commerce, Industry and Energy of
the Republic of Korea and the president of the Korean
Institute of  Energy and Resources Technology
Evaluation and Planning”
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he ADB plays a heroic act when they
considered for final evaluation the proposal
initiated by the Conservation and
Development on Cambodia (CDCam) for

a livelihood  program in two depressed communities
in Prey Veng province.  In the CDCam project area,
families were badly affected by  involuntary
resettlement due to the construction of Highway 1
(HW1), an expansion project in Cambodia funded
by ADB.  The HW1 project caused massive
resettlement-related problems to the local
communities, including insufficient and untimely
compensation, involuntary resettlement per se, loss
of livelihood means, land insecurity, and heavy debts.
Despite ADB’s efforts to correct such situations,
many poor families are still unable to restore their
quality of life and livelihoods for almost ten years
after the project started in 1999.

The construction of the Highway 1 (HW1)
Project  started in January 1999.  Resettlement
processes/activities followed, leading to the
relocation of around 1500 families or an estimated
10,000 people affected by the project (PAPs). In the
HW1 Project, the affected communities were not
directly informed about or aware of their rights and
entitlements guaranteed to them under the ADB
Policy on Involuntary Resettlement.  At the early
stages of the project, there was no existing law or
policy in Cambodia on involuntary resettlement. The
ADB Safeguard Policy on Involuntary Resettlement
was the only framework for protection of the affected
communities, in particular the poor families. Thus,
it was critically important that the affected people
were well-informed of their specific rights under the
said policy, in a form and manner that they could
understand. Not a single person was provided with
replacement land on which to resettle, nor were they
provided with land certificates as required by ADB
policy provisions. Majority of the PAPs needed to
resettle, had no replacement land, and needed extra
funds/support for moving their houses. In the case of

ADB’s Heroic Act  to CDCam Beneficiaries
Affected by Involuntary Resettlement

Dina S. Dela Cruz, Ph.D. and Kay Leak

those PAPs that did not have any replacement land
to construct their houses, they were entitled to request
a piece of land on which to resettle. However,   the
replacement land were only given to the landless
PAPs with the approval of their village chief,
commune chief and  Inter-ministerial Resettlement
Committee.

T
The ADB Safeguard Policy on
Involuntary Resettlement was

the only framework for protection
of the affected communities, in

particular the poor families.
Thus, it was critically important
that the affected people were
well-informed of their specific

rights under the said policy, in a
form and manner that they could
understand. Not a single person
was provided with replacement
land on which to resettle, nor
were they provided with land

certificates as required by ADB
policy provisions.

Those badly affected were the sixty-three (63)
families living alongside the road of the HW1 Project.
They had to be moved or resettled, They were all
landless and considered as illegal occupants after the
HWI Project construction. In addition to their
deplorable condition, they had no stable source of
income and had accrued debts due to the high rates
of  interest imposed by the local lenders.

PERSPECTIVE FROM THE REGION
(MEKONG)
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In July 2007, sixty three (63) families from two
local communities, the Stung Slot (22 families) and
Krang Kok (41 families) filed a grievance case with
the  ADB’s Accountability Mechanism. The claim
stated that ÄDB had violated their rights as stipulated
in the ADB’s 1995 Policy on Involuntary
Resettlement. This was a first in the history of
Cambodia that the affected communities officially
sent a case to the Accountability Mechanism.
Immediately on August 2007, the first arm of the
ADB”s Accountability Mechanism, the Special
Project Facilitator (SPF), started to investigate the
case.  Both the communities and the Conservation
and Development on Cambodia (CDCam), a local
NGO who has previously supported the two
communities since 2005, faced the challenge of
successfully advancing the case through the holding
of regular meetings and dialogues with the local
communities. The CDCam updated the community
members about the progress of the HWI Project case
and the schedules of anticipated events, gave
information about relevant ADB policies/procedures,
discussed strategies to deal with ADB/RGC, and
conducted research/studies to gather more
information that would strengthen their claim.

land and build a new house.  Some people
complained about the change of the right-of-way from
25 meters to 30 meters.  Others perceived a lack of
consistency and fairness regarding the calculation of
compensation, and requested that the compensation
policy be made public to avoid partiality.  This survey
also found out that many of the affected people of
the HW1 Project had accepted the government
contribution because they felt they had no choice.
Most respondents felt that they had no way of
checking whether the resettlement policy of the
government was being followed correctly, or whether
the amount of contribution offered was the correct
entitlement/compensation.  Since the government had
not made the Resettlement Implementation Plan
public, the NGOs were not in a position to assure
the people that the contribution received was in
accordance with the plan.

Some people, however, refused to receive the
government’s contribution because the amount
offered was not enough to relocate to a new place.
In addition, there was no compensation given to buy
a new land or to find an alternative place to set up a
new business. Although the Provincial Sub-
Committees said they would offer land near the
Cambodian-Vietnamese border, the respondents were
unaware of the arrangement and  were doubtful if it
is a realistic alternative..  In conclusion, majority of
the respondents had no land and no additional money
for relocation and rebuilding their houses, and have
become the poorest among the poor.  Some people
became indebted as they borrowed money to purchase
land as well as spent money to rebuild their houses.

Those badly affected were the
sixty-three (63) families living

alongside the road of the HW1
Project. They had to be moved or
resettled, They were all landless

and considered as illegal
occupants after the HWI Project
construction. In addition to their

deplorable condition, they had no
stable source of income and had

accrued debts due to the high
rates of  interest imposed by the

local lenders.

Training on the ADB accountability mechanism organized
by Mekong Watch and CDCam.

Photo courtesy of CDCam.

The CDCam conducted a survey among the 63
affected families of the HW1 Project to find  out the
most common problem encountered by the family
members. Results showed that majority of the
project-affected people had insufficient funds to buy
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To date, the communities are still waiting for
the livelihood programs that were promised/agreed
upon as solution to the problems. It is in this light
that CDCam expressed an interest in monitoring the
implementation of a Resettlement Action Plan for
the National Highway One Improvement Project

Adequacy of Assistance for
Restoration and Improvement
of Livelihood

One of the major issues is the inadequacy of
assistance for the restoration and improvement of
livelihood. Conflict with the project implementors
(IRC) heightened because benefits were not given to
the communities. This high-level conflict between
the project implementor and the PAPs is attributed
to the absence of compensation for the lost structures
and of livelihood programs as promised by the
Cambodian government. Even when the project for
community restoration and livelihood was approved,
it was never implemented.  The PAPs has been
suffering from the project since year 2000.

Another reason for the increased conflict was
the inability of the project implementors to share
details of the process with the PAPs. Communication
plays a very important role in bridging the gap
between the project implementor and the PAPs.  This
lack of communication from the start is one of the
major problems categorized as a medium-level
conflict. Communication is very important for the
project implementer and the PAPs to understand each
other. Even the PAPs need to understand each other
so they will have a common stand. Conflict among
the community members is also categorized as
medium-level, characterized by misunderstanding

and the lack of knowledge to comprehend the project
process and the implementation as conducted by the
IRC. On the other hand, the conflict between the local
authority and the national government is a low-
conflict one because, except for IRC, these groups
were not directly involved in the implementation of
the project.

International TV program documentation of the
HW1 development.

Photo by Kay Leak, CDCam.

The CDCam conducted a survey
among the 63 affected families
of the HW1 Project to find  out

the most common problem
encountered by the family

members. Results showed that
majority of the  project-affected
people had insufficient funds to
buy land and build a new house.
Some people complained about
the change of the right-of-way
from 25 meters to 30 meters.
Others perceived a lack of
consistency and fairness

regarding the calculation of
compensation, and requested

that the compensation policy be
made public to avoid partiality.

Kay Leak is the Executive Director of Conservation and
Development on Cambodia (CDCam), an NGO directly
involved with the communities affected by involuntary
resettlement. Dr. Dina S. Dela Cruz is CDCam’s  project
advisor.

The community on HW1 (Krang Kroak and Slung Slot
communities).  People collect fire wood to augment
their income.

Photo courtesy of CDCam.
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he Asian Development Bank (ADB) has
undertaken the Safeguard Policy Update at
a time when it has already started violating
its own current safeguard policies while

implementing its projects, at least in countries like
India where its very existence has been negotiated
through the dilution of its own policies.

In October 2004, the ADB Management
approved a concept paper for a Safeguard Policy
Update (SPU) to “enhance the effectiveness of ADB’s
safeguard policies, and ensure that these policies
remain relevant to changing client needs and to new
business opportunities.” Phrases like ‘changing client
needs’ and ‘new business opportunities’ need no
analysis. A downgraded safeguard policy ensures
long-standing demands of country governments like
India and China, pandering to growing private sector
involvement, and newer forms of project investments
like MFF.

In the aftermath of 2000, especially in the
infrastructure projects like state roadways, rural
roads, and tourism infrastructure development,
project documents indicate that issues related to
resettlement, gender, indigenous peoples, other risks
like HIV/AIDS, and environment have been
summarily dealt with and are left mostly to the whims
and fancies of the borrower governments and their
implementing agencies.

In the state road projects in the tribal-dominated
areas of northeast India and states like Chhattisgarh,
the PIDs often mention that resettlement is either non-
significant or uncertain. In rural road projects like
the Pradhan Mantri Gram Sarak Yojana (PMGSY) –
Prime Minister’s Village Connectivity Scheme, the
ADB talks of people’s participation in the project
and the voluntary land donation for such roads by
the village people, implying that no compensation
and/or resettlement and rehabilitation were necessary
at all.

It is interesting to note that ADB mentions the
opening of larger opportunities to the tribal
population due to road connectivity as an argument
to avoid accepting any adverse impact on the
indigenous people. The policy is consistent in
showing non-significant impacts on gender and no
risk of human trafficking and HIV/AIDS due to
appropriate HIV/AIDs control program of the
government of India and laws against human
trafficking. The PID clearly says that there is no
existing phenomenon of human trafficking in
Chhattisgarh and in the northeast, ridiculing many
such reported incidents in the last few years.

Negotiating Its Existence:
ADB Violates Its Own

Safeguard Policies
Souparna Lahiri

T

A downgraded safeguard
policy ensures long-standing

demands of country
governments like India and

China, pandering to growing
private sector involvement,
and newer forms of project

investments like MFF.

PERSPECTIVE FROM THE REGION
(SOUTH ASIA)
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In the very recent Tourism Infrastructure
Development Programme in India, the PID of Project
No. 40648 lists the safeguards to be undertaken as
per the existing ADB safeguard policy. On the issue
of the proposed project having an adverse impact on
women and/or girls or widening gender inequality,
the PID says no. In terms of Involuntary Resettlement
(IR), the ADB advocates only a short-term plan since
the project will only have a limited impact. The
impact on indigenous people is also listed as limited;
thus no major or short-term mitigation plan will be
undertaken. On the issue of core labor standards, no

action will also be taken under this tourism project.
The PID also reveals that the project will have limited
social and health risks and exploitation of women
and children, and therefore HIV/AIDS and human
trafficking have been kept out of the safeguard list.

The safeguard regime adopted for the project
defies all logic, particularly for a sector as sensitive
as tourism which has admitted impacts on
communities involved in tourism, on the culture and
identity of the indigenous communities, and on
women and children. There exists a huge volume of
work linking human trafficking and tourism, sexual
exploitation of children and the incidence of HIV/
AIDs. But it seems that the ADB is not willing to
recognize those impacts, especially when the project
is going to facilitate private sector and foreign direct
investment in tourism.

Country Systems Approach:
Collaborating Violations

The ADB’s country systems approach clearly
indicates giving in to the dictates of governments like
India and China against any stringent and people-
oriented policy and enactments for sustainable
resettlement, environmental and indigenous peoples’
plan.

Rather, the ADB has collaborated with these
governments in developing internal policies which
violate peoples’ rights and reject long-standing
demands of the communities, peoples organizations
and movements. The ADB had actually funded the
Indian government’s process to develop the National
Environment Policy which was rejected by the civil
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society groups and which resulted in further diluting
the entire process of according environmental
clearance to development projects and in the adoption
of a pro-corporate stance.

With a growing demand in India to look for
alternative development finance as opposed to
accepting external aid from World Bank, ADB and
such IFIs which contributes to less than 2 percent of
our GDP, the ADB is trying hard to negotiate its
existence by collaborating in downgrading its own
policies and developing anti-people country policies.

Civil Society Response

The civil society in India has repeatedly voiced
its all-out opposition against the IFIs, and indicated
that India has enough public and domestic savings
to undertake its own development projects. The
boycott of the ADB SPU consultation in Delhi in
January 2008 by the Indian groups, with able support
from groups from Sri Lanka, Bangladesh and Nepal,
was consistent with this position.

With a growing demand in India to
look for alternative development
finance as opposed to accepting

external aid from World Bank,
ADB and such IFIs which

contributes to less than 2 percent
of our GDP, the ADB is trying hard

to negotiate its existence by
collaborating in downgrading its

own policies and developing anti-
people country policies.

The ADB’s SPU consultation process is to
legitimize its own anti-people policies and
illegitimate collaboration with big bullies like India
and China. It is high time we understand that and
not bask in the dream that ADB will change its SPU
draft for the benefit of the affected.

Souparna Lahiri has been a social activist since 1985, having worked with PUCL (People’s Union for Civil Liberties), Butterflies
(Delhi based NGO), Center for Education and Communication and lastly with Delhi Forum. He has been involved in the World
Bank and Asian Development Bank campaigns.
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CROSS-BORDER ISSUE

As the International Financial Institutions continue to finance “development-induced” projects,
millions of people across the globe spiral down with it. In 1994, in its review of funded projects

involving involuntary resettlement, the Word Bank1 said that millions of people are displaced from
their homes, lands and cultures due to these “development” and “pro-poor” projects. But, people

are not “collateral damage”. The basic tenet of any project, whatever the motivations or
intentions are — be it developmental or profit, should put highest premium on its actual impact on
project-affected people.   The article “Plan B” is featured in our “cross-border issue” because of
its timeliness, value and relevance to the on-going Safeguards Policy Update consultation.  “Plan

B” presents a viable and grounded blueprint of what an alternative plan should be and should
have. Its point of departure is the absolute necessity for a plan that answers to the central question

— “If this particular project is approved, rejected or modified, what will happen to my people
[indigenous people]?” The article outlines the prerequisites that shape a good “Plan B”.  It

provides a more sanguine view, but with cautious optimism, that “a good Plan B is a “plan for
cultural survival, not a plan for surrender.” This is a worthwhile and honest account of two people

that, over the many years, have immersed themselves working closely with
indigenous peoples.  (The editor)

Plan B
What is Going To Happen

To My People?

1 The World Bank, Resettlement and Development: The
Bankwide Review of Projects Involving Involuntary
Resettlement 1986 -1993.  World Bank, 1994.

Theodore E. Downing & Carmen Garcia-Downing

e it for profit, energy, development, or
because of a desire to help Indian peoples,
outsiders continue dreaming up projects to
develop Indian lands. Here in Arizona,

thousands of Phoenix commuters zoom down the new
101 Freeway. On one side, they see the Salt River
Indian Reservation’s agricultural land, casinos, and
modest Bureau of Indian Affairs houses. On the other,
they see expensive Scottsdale luxury homes and
malls. Here and in comparable places around the
world, entrepreneurs are convinced that indigenous
peoples are not properly developing their resources.
The Salt River Indians, like their sisters and brothers
on other lands, are perpetually pelted by project
proposals. We have worked with indigenous
development issues on several continents, and
whether projects are accepted or rejected, we have
heard one question echo in many tongues: “what is
going to happen to my people?”

The struggle for cultural survival is not simply
one of resistance. Indigenous people find that some
projects improve their quality of life and strengthen
their capacity for cultural survival. Other projects do
not. In most cases, however, it is not easy to
determine a project’s impact on cultural survival.

Plan A & Plan B

Let’s call either unequivocal resistance to or
support for a project Plan A. As strange as it may
seem, the “just say no” and “just say yes” strategies
have a lot in common. Both attract outside supporters
whose primary interests may not include the cultural
survival of the affected peoples. To win a battle in
what, for them, is a much larger war, advocates on
either side of the issue are likely to understate or
misunderstand the project’s potential impacts—both
positive and negative. Project promoters and their
allies recruit mercenaries, who come as consultants,
researchers, surveyors, government bureaucrats,
and—the modern day equivalent of Imperial
Stormtroopers—lawyers. Indigenous peoples
sometimes pick up a few volunteers or advocates—

B
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often with agendas distinct from their own. Rest
assured that as the proponents and opponents of a
project argue over their Plan As, someone,
somewhere, is preparing Plan B as an alternative to
resistance and confrontation. Plan B is what happens
after support for or resistance against the project
withers. The controversial project along the Alto Bio
Bio River in southern Chile offers a poignant example
(see www.irn.org/programs/biobio).

Lakeview homes and a resort for the wealthy
occupied lands on which the Pehuenche once grazed
their animals. The former president of the company
controlled indigenous development foundation
relaxed in his palatial villa on the shoreline of the
Pangue Lake. In the nearby Pehuenche community
of Pitril, kerosene lamps still lit Pehuenche houses.
Media cameras were turned off; microphones packed.
Protest signs had long ago been used as kindling. A
leading environmental warrior was camped out in a
nearby town, writing about his experiences. A few
mercenaries and indigenous supporters had moved
further upstream to combat the construction of Ralco,
a second dam. International concern had shifted to
battlefields in other lands.

And the Pehuenche? Their economic and social
structure is now in turmoil. Promised project-related
benefits—primarily unskilled construction jobs—
have almost disappeared. Traditional leaders have
been undercut or deeply scarred in skirmish after
skirmish. Factionalism has fractured kinship bonds.
Women play an important role in early childhood
acculturation. A Chilean sociologist reports that all
single Pehuenche women who were of childbearing
age at the project’s outset had children fathered by
the company’s and its subcontractors’ workers and
managers. Given that the Pehuenche number only
about 4,000, this is a significant cultural impact.

The company’s vision of the Pehuenche’s
future—its Plan B— is unfolding. It has begun a
resettlement of Pehuenche who are in the way of the
second dam at Ralco. People are being forcefully
relocated and divided into three groups. One is being
moved to lands high in the snow-capped Andes, along
the Chilean-Argentine border. Another is being
transferred to privately-held farmsteads in the valley,
about two hours away when the roads are passable.
The valley has a dearth of grazing lands and no viable
communal resources; even firewood for the harsh
winters is unavailable. A third group of relatives—
brothers and sisters—is being left behind. During
the winter, up to seven meters of snow may prevent
communication between the displacees. The
company’s Plan B was prepared by company
consultants working in city offices. Refusing to
recognize Pehuenche culture, the resettlement was
negotiated with the government and with individual
Pehuenche. The Pehuenche were not consulted or
permitted to make decisions as a cultural group. They
never formulated their own Plan B. Regrettably, those
claiming to be friends of the Pehuenche exhausted
their efforts on Plan A. Both friend and foe seemed

Let’s call either unequivocal
resistance to or support for a
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may seem, the “just say no” and
“just say yes” strategies have a
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A Project Battlefield

In 1995, we were swept into a clash between
environmentalists and Empresa Nacional De
Electricidad S.A. (ENDESA), South America’s
largest power company, over whether a series of dams
should be built on Pehuenche lands. The construction
site of the first dam (Pangue) resembled a battlefield:
as dynamite blew the sides off sacred mountains,
armies of workmen marched into tunnels and convoys
of heavy machinery wheeled down new penetration
roads into what had been one of Chile’s more isolated
areas. Company sociologists and lawyers roamed
Pehuenche lands, collecting signatures – signing
Indian people up as members of a newly-formed,
company-controlled, indigenous development,
foundation – and handing out gifts.

In April, 2001, we returned to the now-quiet
battlefield. The Pangue Dam was operational,
generating power for non-Indians throughout Chile.
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convinced that the Pehuenche were too incapable,
ignorant, poor, or uneducated to develop their own
vision. Indigenous peoples in the United States will
recognize their own situation in this story. Many
Indian Reservations in the United States are the
product of the U.S. War Department’s Plan B.

Components of a Good Indigenous
People’s Plan B

A people’s chances for cultural survival increase
when they develop their own Plan B to deal with a
proposed project. Plan B may be developed
concurrently with Plan A.  A good Plan B should
have at least eight components. It begins with a
careful economic and legal examination of the project
itself. Second, an assessment is made of the project’s
particular risks and benefits. Third, specific actions
are budgeted to mitigate each identified risk.
Concurrently and fourth, the plan determines how
the project fits within the people’s cultural vision.
Building on this foundation, the group may decide
to take several additional steps. Fifth, institutional
and financial arrangements are proposed to assure
that the people share in the project’s benefits.

1. Turning a Project Inside Out

The inside-out project analysis, as we like to call
it, is the first step in preparing Plan B. It begins with
questions: Whose money is being risked? Who are
the investors? What obligations and policies—
especially social and environmental policies— must
the promoters and financiers follow? When will the
project start and finish? What is the anticipated
sequence of outside manpower being brought into
the area? What government permissions and permits
are necessary? What jobs and training are being
reserved for the people? What loopholes in national
legislation and regulations might be exploited by
those negotiating in bad faith?

Just as fires need fuel, projects need financing.
A project is more likely to be cancelled because it is
unprofitable than because of political resistance.
Project promoters rarely use their own money.
Instead, they struggle to convince potential investors,
including banks, that their project will yield better
returns on investment with less risk. Projects are
usually financed by multiple investors. Groups of
investors known as syndicates pool their resources
to finance projects.

A people’s chances for cultural
survival increase when they

develop their own Plan B to deal
with a proposed project. Plan B
may be developed concurrently

with Plan A.

Sixth, arrangements are made to focus these
benefits on a common group endeavor and/or
distribute them within the group. The seventh
component entails establishing strategies for
negotiating with the project promoters, financiers,
and other key stakeholders identified in the project
assessment. The negotiations focus on benefit-
sharing arrangements over and above risk mitigation.
Within the indigenous group, arrangements are
worked out for the distribution of benefits. Eighth,
the negotiated arrangements with project promoters
and other affected stakeholders are formalized in
legally binding instruments. Properly done, a good
Plan B offers answers to the all-important question:
“if this particular project is approved, rejected, or
modified, what will happen to my people?”

The inside-out project analysis, as
we like to call it, is the first step in
preparing Plan B. It begins with
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An interesting financial twist works in favor of
indigenous peoples. Members of a syndicate
generally have distinct environmental and social
policies. To maintain the integrity of the investment
group and keep the project moving forward, the
syndicate— as a group—is restricted by the most
stringent policy of any one of its members. (This may
turn out to be a minority shareholder.) The failure to
adhere to any lender’s policy may force that lender
to pull out of the project. A lender’s withdrawal from
the project may in turn raise doubts within the
financial community about its viability. No financing,
no project. For this reason, individual institutional
investors’ policies on indigenous peoples are very
important (see links at www.policykiosk. com). A
people’s Plan B is strengthened by paying close
attention to the environmental and social
requirements of project investors—especially those
with the most stringent policies.

The inside-out analysis also identifies the
promoters’ assumptions (often unstated) about the
contributions that the people are expected to make to
the project. These contributions sometimes go far
beyond simple agreement about payments for the cost
of extracted or disturbed resources. Assumptions may
include predetermined local labor costs, assumed
access rights, uncompensated demands on the
indigenous group’s leadership, and no-fee waste
disposal and dumping.

Normally, for example, our university has aimed
at having productive relationships with the 21
sovereign tribes in Arizona. Many years ago, one of
our hotshot research administrators proposed an
agricultural development plan to the San Carlos
Apache. Project promoters sang the praises of a new
oil-seed crop and its potential to boost the tribe’s

economic development. The San Carlos Apaches
agreed to contribute land and labor to the experiment.
Hidden within this project’s economic analysis,
however, was the unrealistic assumption that the
Apache would be willing to perform seasonal,
backbreaking work for minimum wage. Knowing
that this arrangement was probably unacceptable to
the Apache, university economists tested the option
of implementation in a Third World country. The
Apache were not aware that the technology being
developed on their Reservation was destined for
another group. Once the Apache saw what was
happening, they terminated their participation. A
good inside-out analysis would have detected this
flawed assumption and either saved Apache and
university time or forced more reasonable terms for
the Apache.

The inside-out analysis also
identifies the promoters’

assumptions (often unstated)
about the contributions that the
people are expected to make to
the project. These contributions
sometimes go far beyond simple
agreement about payments for

the cost of extracted or disturbed
resources.

To protect their money, investors
and lending institutions make

legally binding agreements with
project developers. These

agreements should be disclosed
to the people before an

investment decision is made.

An inside-out analysis also probes deeply into
non-disclosed arrangements. To protect their money,
investors and lending institutions make legally
binding agreements with project developers. These
agreements should be disclosed to the people before
an investment decision is made. Especially pertinent
are any cost/profit-sharing arrangements with
indigenous peoples. In 1992, the International
Finance Corporation (IFC) and ENDESA signed a
secret investment agreement that specified the
company’s financial and institutional obligations to
the Pehuenche. The agreement included requirements
that ENDESA share a fixed percentage of its net
profits from the Pangue Dam’s hydroelectric power
with the Pehuenche. Neither the Pehuenche nor the
Chilean government were party to the negotiations
or the agreement. The company negotiated to channel
benefit-sharing payments through a company-
controlled development foundation. The Pehuenche
were unaware that the company’s ostensibly
charitable assistance was actually interested,
obligatory, and manipulative. It was used to improve
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public relations with Pehuenche living on land
needed for ENDESA’s next dam, Ralco. The IFC and
ENDESA subjected the agreement to the legal
jurisdiction of New York, effectively shielding it from
Chilean eyes. Despite three or four charges of human
rights violations, including two filed inside The
World Bank by a long-time consultant, the investment
agreement has remained secret for almost a decade.
The IFC and company argue that disclosure of their
loan agreement may divulge trade secrets to
competitors. We have responded that for a company
and an investor to have a secret agreement about the
future of an ethnic group or tribal people not only
violates the group’s human rights, but also
undermines the sovereignty of the government under
which the group lives. And it is possible to limit
disclosure: all necessary confidential business
agreements can be kept secret while environmental
and social agreements are made transparent and
public.

How would the Pehuenche have reacted had they
known that decades of future profits from the Pangue
Dam were required to be channeled for their benefit?
Would this have encouraged a Pehuenche Plan B?
The lesson here is to routinely request that promoters
and lenders provide a legally binding assurance that
they have not entered into undisclosed agreements
about the future of the indigenous group to be affected
by the project they are financing.

Investors and bankers also routinely conduct due
diligence studies on proposed investments. The
studies telegraph to a potential investor the strengths
and weaknesses of a proposed project, its profitability,
and its financial requirements. On large investments,
these studies may run into the hundreds of thousands
of dollars. When investors approach indigenous
peoples as potential partners in a venture, it is
reasonable for the people to conduct their own due
diligence analysis. A California banker offered a
helpful suggestion: the indigenous people should ask
project promoters to put down a non-refundable
performance deposit—a measure of their faith in their
own project— to hire an independent third party to
review the proposed project’s business plans and
financing. A review may suggest that the project is
not economically feasible and that its further
consideration would be a waste of time. Or, should
the project appear feasible and Plan B be activated,
this information would prove valuable to both parties
for future negotiations.

2. Assessing Risks

Large projects are routinely protected by risk-
management, risk-financing, and risk-sharing
arrangements. Insurance policies and bonds, for
example, are used to protect investors. In contrast,
indigenous populations are seldom protected against
project risks. Relative to total project monetary costs,
their potential losses are minute. But relative to what
they have, the losses may be substantial. Depending
on the scale and type of project, they may risk not
only their limited capital, but also their cultural
survival. The risk assessment component of Plan B
aims to determine the degree to which indigenous
peoples are beneficiaries or victims of a proposed
project. Projects may pose a wide variety of risks. In
a widely-used model, the World Bank identified eight
“impoverishment risks” associated with projects that

The risk assessment component
of Plan B changes dialogue and

negotiations between the people,
the project promoters, and the

investors. A project promoter will
not likely reject a risk

assessment’s results; the
assessment clarifies the project’s

full cost, and someone,
somewhere, must pay. Should the

promoters fail to budget for
identified project risks, they are
overtly transferring project costs
to the indigenous group or to the

government.

cause development-induced displacement. (The
World Bank, 1994) These risks include landlessness,
homelessness, unemployment, loss of access to
communal resources, food insecurity, health risks,
marginalization, and social disarticulation. (Cernea,
2000) Subsequent work added political
destabilization and the loss of civil and human rights
to the list. (Downing, 1998; www.displacement. net)
The Bank’s risk model offers a reasonable framework
for evaluating the risks associated with investment
projects’ impacts on indigenous people s in general,
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not simply those involving displacement. A project
may be assessed in terms of its likelihood of
increasing or decreasing homelessness, improving
or undermining health, increasing or decreasing food
security, etc. This multidimensional risk model
intentionally covers different types of risks that cannot
be consolidated, forcing a broader, qualitative and
quantitative assessment of a project’s anticipated
impact.

The risk assessment component of Plan B
changes dialogue and negotiations between the
people, the project promoters, and the investors. A
project promoter will not likely reject a risk
assessment’s results; the assessment clarifies the
project’s full cost, and someone, somewhere, must
pay. Should the promoters fail to budget for identified
project risks, they are overtly transferring project costs
to the indigenous group or to the government. The
assessment may then lay the groundwork for future
legal action. The possibility—even remote—of legal
action injects an undesirable financial uncertainty and
an unspecified liability into the project’s financial
equations. A more likely reaction to a risk assessment
is for promoters to open up negotiations, focusing
on identifying risks, their costs, and actions that
might be taken to avoid or mitigate these risks.

3. Mitigating Risks

In risk assessment, methodological
disagreements are likely to surface. Project promoters
want their bottom lines to look good. A common
technique to realize this goal is externalizing costs.
Promoters are quick to dismiss as “indirect” those
costs they feel are not related to the project. Indirect,
in this case, means “it’s not our fault, so we don’t
have to pay.” In this manner, ENDESA dismissed as
an unrelated, “indirect cost” between three and 18
million dollars in deforestation that followed the entry
of their new road into Pehuenche territory.
(ENDESA’s development foundation, in contrast,
provided less than half a million in company-
controlled assistance over four years.) Here is the test
to determine whether an impact is direct of indirect:
a cost that would not have occurred if the project
were not built is a project cost.

A mitigation and avoidance plan should
accompany each specific risk identified in the
assessment. A matrix should be prepared, listing each
identified risk, segments of the population that are
at disproportionately greater risk, mitigation efforts
to be taken, anticipated costs, a time line, planned

institutional arrangements, and monitoring methods
to assure successful risk mitigation. Returning to the
Pehuenche, the failure to protect  Pehuenche women
from the more than four thousand mostly male
workers and to provide for these single mothers was
a specific, foreseeable impoverishment risk identified
years before the project’s outset. ENDESA did take
measures to protect young Pehuenche women from
the workers and management, but these proved trivial
and ineffective. A Plan B matrix would specify steps
to be taken if risk mitigation failed. An equitable
solution, in this case, might have been for the
company to arrange for an insurance company to
provide for child support, health insurance, and the
education of children born to deadbeat workmen,
subcontractors, and managers.

As the risk assessment and mitigation proceed,
project promoters become more aware of their
actions’ complex impact on the indigenous
community. Frustrated, promoters will probably
attempt to short-circuit the mitigation/avoidance plan
with cash payments. Plan B provides the people with
a realistic appraisal so that they may carefully
evaluate their options when cash payments are
offered.

4. Subordinating Economic
to Cultural Visions

The next step is to determine whether or not
project risks, benefits, and mitigation plans can be
reconciled with the indigenous community’s cultural
vision. A cultural vision addresses the critical
questions about the great mysteries of life: Where do
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we come from? Where are we? Who are we? Why
are they here? Where are we going? How do we stay
in balance with our environment? Different peoples
have distinct pathways to unique cultural visions. A
successful Plan B links the specifics of a proposed
project to a specific cultural vision, and requires
subordination of the promoters’ economic visions to
the people’s cultural visions. A cultural vision is not
an economic plan, but an economic plan may be an
important part of a cultural vision.

Determining how a project will strengthen and/
or weaken a cultural vision requires a people’s best
facilitators and wise people,  and, occasionally,
technical assistants. Fortunately, numerous sisters
and brothers and non-Indian facilitators have
developed innovative, inclusive, participatory
methods to move the process along. The Mountain
Institute, among others, is using techniques that
facilitate dreaming and turning cultural visions into
on-the-ground actions (see Brewer Lama, CSQ 23:2).

As part of our evaluation of ENDESA’s
indigenous development foundation, we trained seven
Pehuenche in evaluation and focus group
methodologies that were adapted for working with
heavily illiterate groups (see www.ted-
downing.com). Our team met with different
Pehuenche bands in a tent we erected. We encouraged
group discussions of possible alternatives for
investing windfalls should the Pehuenche gain
control of their share of the project’s profits. Three
alternatives were drawn on slips of paper pinned to
three pockets of a handmade apron. Each Pehuenche
then privately expressed his preference by distributing
five marbles in the pockets. After a lengthy
discussion, the Pehuenche decided to vote on the
alternatives of long-term, medium-term, and short-
term distributions. Long-term investments included
options like scholarships for their children. All were
pleased when a small girl reached into the short-term
pocket and found no marbles. The medium-term
pocket likewise proved nearly empty. The group was
delighted to realize that they shared a common
concern for their longterm future. They had begun to
craft their cultural vision of how the project might fit
within their common hopes and goals.

Financiers and promoters should distance
themselves from the process a group uses to form its
cultural vision. Most are illequipped to lead the
cultural visioning process and have a conflict of
interest. As a condition for a loan, for example, the
Pangue Dam’s financier required the borrower,
ENDESA, to create a foundation to study and

preserve Pehuenche culture. Rather than listening to
the Pehuenche’s own visions, non-Indian staff
formulated their own cultural vision for the
Pehuenche. They contracted an expert—an
anthropological consultant who completed his work
with no participatory analysis or fieldwork with the
Pehuenche. He reported that Pehuenche culture was
destined to be homogenized into mainstream, Chilean
culture, and advised that the company’s cultural
programs facilitate this inevitable transition. The
foundation’s final cultural promotion program
included a few Pehuenche parents to be school
monitors, the purchase of food and tobacco for
Pehuenche ceremonies, a small museum to display
Pehuenche artifacts to visiting non-Indians, and
cultural horizon trips for Indian children to learn
about Chilean cultural heritage. Their attempts were
further skewed by religion. Company employees were
of a common religious background and were
extremely concerned, if not fixated, on reversing the
damage caused by another group’s evangelical work
among the Pehuenche.

Determining how a project will
strengthen and/or weaken a

cultural vision requires a
people’s best facilitators and

wise people,  and, occasionally,
technical assistants.

For several years, the CSQ has been reporting
on events, plans, and organizations where indigenous
peoples are using Plan Bs to take control of their own
destinies. Indigenous peoples’ policies define how
external opportunities should fit within their cultural
visioning.

These policies should not be confused with
general declarations of indigenous rights. Rather, they
offer specific guidance to outsiders and remind a
people how projects should and should not be worked
out. An excellent example comes from the Kuna
General Congress (CGK) in Panama. They recently
reported on their 1996 Statute on Tourism (see Snow,
CSQ 24:4), in which they defined their terms of
interaction with outsiders and gained a measure of
control over the burgeoning tourist industry. This new
statute encourages project promoters from an entire
sector to mold their proposals within the Kuna’s
crystallized cultural vision.
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5. Arranging Benefit-Sharing

Sharing in a project’s benefits means that
compensation is received over and above payments
for resources contributed to the endeavor, local wages,
and payments for project-inflicted damages. This
clarification is necessary because project owners and
financiers often mistakenly view their risk mitigation
costs, payment for damages, and locally-generated
project employment as a benefits being paid to the
people. If a project promoter’s Lexus slammed into
another car on the freeway, would he dare argue that
the damages paid to the injured party were benefits?
The cost of rebuilding a displaced person’s house
does not constitute benefit-sharing.

The benefit-sharing component of Plan B
specifies how the people are to receive project
benefits. It determines how benefits are to be
calculated, what benefits are to be shared, how
payments are to be made, who makes and receives
them, how long they are to be made, and the amount
to be paid. Everything is on the table when it comes
to determining benefits, including access rights,
discounted products (electrical energy in the case of
a power plant, for example), and—most important
of all— money. Although benefits may involve
monetary and non-monetary arrangements,
restoration of or additions to productive resources
take priority. Templates for the preparation of Plan B
may be found in tens of thousands of arrangements
and agreements on how companies and governments
will share benefits. (Unfortunately, these templates
are scattered. Hopefully, some organization or
foundation will establish a consultation library of
sample agreements.)

Plan B forces agreement on benefit-sharing
issues before a project gets underway.  A great deal
of mistrust surrounds this issue. Project promoters
and financiers fear that benefit-sharing arrangements
won’t “stick.” Payments might be mismanaged or
misappropriated by corruption, especially when
governments intervene in their distribution among
the people. Segments of the indigenous community
might later claim that they were not party to the
agreement and demand additional payments. Some
promoters are also concerned about equity. Benefits
may not reach those who are actually harmed, or
traditionally disenfranchised groups within an
indigenous community. These groups might then
question the legitimacy of the benefit-sharing
arrangement. Project promoters are also bewildered
by the great diversity of social organizations among

indigenous groups. They sometimes forget that
“indigenous” is blanket term tossed by outsiders over
sovereign, distinct peoples. Such confusion makes it
difficult for promoters to identify and negotiate
benefit-sharing arrangements and to determine who
is the group’s authorized authority. Mistrust may
likewise occur within the affected group.

6. Distributing Benefits

Defining institutional arrangements for the
distribution of project benefits within an indigenous
group is a delicate matter. Conflicts over the
distribution of benefits may pose a greater threat to
cultural survival than does the project itself. Pre-
project factionalism may be exacerbated as money is
poured, like salt, onto old wounds. People,
indigenous or not, sometimes fight most bitterly over
anticipated windfalls that never materialize. A good
Plan B defines the way that benefits are to be
distributed before a project begins. As Maximilian
C. Forte recently reported about the Santa Rosa Carib
community (CSQ 22:4), failure to define this
arrangement ahead of time may stifle investment in
shared dreams.

Following negotiation and agreement on the
form of benefits, benefit-sharing arrangements must
be firmly controlled and prepared by the affected
people. The IFC and ENDESA were either unable or
unwilling to decipher the Pehuenche’s political
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organization. The Pehuenche are divided into
multiple bands with consensual leaders who have
limited traditional authority. Rather than negotiating
benefit-sharing arrangements consistent with the
group’s socio-political organization, the company
unilaterally named three leaders to a company-
controlled foundation board. Four other company-
named, non-Indian members of the board had veto
power over Pehuenche board members. As a result,
the Pehuenche were unable to fold project benefits
into a Pehuenche cultural vision.

Plan B may consider several options for the
internal distribution of project benefits, including
moving funds through traditional indigenous political
organizations or development foundations, fortifying
or adding to common resources, and setting up trust
accounts. In some cases, these organizations fall
outside indigenous control. In Abuja, Nigeria, for
example, NGOs and Shaman Pharmaceuticals, Inc.
helped launch the Fund for Integrated Rural
Development and Traditional Medicine (FIRDTM)
to channel the benefits of many contributors into
multiple communities (see Moran, CSQ 24:4). The
FIRD-TM’s independent board included not only
indigenous peoples, but also leaders of traditional
healers’ associations, government officials,
representatives of village councils, and technical
advisors.

Each people must determine which methods fit
best within their needs and cultural vision. Given
the diversity of indigenous organizations, a great
variety of ways are emerging to distribute benefits.
Some tribes in Arizona have prudently invested their
casino revenues in long-term ventures such as
scholarships, land purchases, infrastructure

improvements, and provisioning of social services
(clinics, nursing homes) intended to strengthen their
cultural and economic capacity. Some have also opted
to channel part of their revenues into short-term,
individual per capita payouts. Most distribution
arrangements permit, with the group’s consent,
midstream adjustments to match changing tribal
needs. The worst possible solution, however, is to
surrender sovereignty and let the project promoter
determine the distribution of benefits. Doing so
plunges an outsider deep into internal tribal politics
and may undermine a perfectly good investment
option.

7. Negotiating

Armed with an understanding of the project’s
financing, risks, and benefits, and with a knowledge
of how the project might fit within their cultural
vision, the people have the option of continuing with
Plan A or negotiating Plan B. The negotiation agenda
emerges from preparatory work on Plan B: the
multiple risks identified, actions that might avoid or
mitigate these risks, corrective actions to be taken
when mitigation proves unsuccessful, payment for
damages, procedures to make certain the people
exercise informed consent, benefit-sharing
arrangements, project scheduling, assumptions about
the people’s participation, and so on. Benefit
distribution arrangements may or may not be part of
these negotiations. Specifying which issues are non-
negotiable is also useful. As each item on the agenda
is brought forth, the cultural vision—folded into Plan
B—provides guidance on when to harden and soften
negotiating positions.

But who is authorized to negotiate? This is a
critical question. Project promoters and their
financiers prefer to deal with one person or with
someone they designate as a spokesman. An
important first step is to establish that the people—
not the project promoter—decide who sits on the
tribe’s side of table. It is sometimes effective to
explain that unless indigenous people define who is
present at a negotiation, the deal might “not stick.”
Equally important is the issue of transparency.
Indigenous people are increasingly videotaping and
tape-recording negotiations, not simply to confirm
offers and counter-offers, but also to protect their own
credibility with their people—confirming what they,
as representatives, did and did not say.

As institutional arrangements are made, all
parties must avoid the temptation to transfer
responsibility for solving an unresolved issue to a
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tourism company that would ultimately transfer
ownership to the community.

Given the legacy of broken agreements, project
promoters and indigenous peoples are justifiably
wary of this phase of Plan B. In Third World
countries, the judiciary may have a history of rulings
against the people. This issue might be resolved
through creative use of jurisdiction for the agreement.
Consider the tactics of ENDESA and the IFC, for
instance. Neither side appears to have trusted the
other in Chilean courts, so they agreed to place their
agreement under the jurisdiction of a willing judiciary
external to their country—in this case, New York.
The option of setting the jurisdiction for enforcement
of an agreement outside the local system might be
explored as a way to improve the chances of an
acceptable Plan B. Multilateral financiers should also
stand ready to underwrite the costs of Plan B
preparation and independent legal representation for
indigenous peoples.

Agreements contain standardized, contractual
elements: crosscutting commitments, financial and
institutional arrangements, payment and performance
schedules, and mechanisms for dispute resolution.
Agreements, however, are also reflecting distinct
indigenous concerns, including a focus on benefit-
sharing arrangements, long-term commitments,
providing for the group’s children, training and
technical assistance, shared ownership, future
autonomous management, local employment, a
minimal cultural and environmental footprint of the
project, and provisions for waste disposal. Future
issues of the CSQ will review specific options for
different contractual elements.

third party. A company and people, for example, may
agree to make the government responsible for
environmental cleanups or impoverishment resulting
from the project. At the Zimapan and Aguamilpas
Dam, for example, the Mexican Federal Electricity
Commission (CFE) was quick to assign the
responsibility for cleaning up unresolved loose ends
on a resettlement to ineffective, under-financed state
governments. And in the negotiations between the
IFC and ENDESA, both were willing to assign
mitigation of risks to the Chilean government. The
result in both cases was an unsatisfactory, illusory
agreement. If third parties are being assigned
responsibilities for mitigation or payment of costs,
they must be party to the negotiations and consent to
their role.

8. Drawing up Agreements

Negotiations must move beyond verbal
understanding to produce concrete, legally binding
agreements. Agreements may take on a wide range
of forms, some of which are being reported in the
CSQ. The Native Community of Infierno’s Keieway
Association’s Participatory Agreement in Peru is
noteworthy (see Stronza, CSQ 23:2). The community
entered into full partnership with a private eco-
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Varying Capacities

Plan B preparations require time and money. The
capacity of tribal groups to prepare a participatory
Plan B varies greatly. The Pehuenche have only a
handful of tribal members with secondary school
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education. Outspent by millions of dollars, they have
jousted with one of the largest power companies in
the world for more than ten years. They still do not
have tribal legal representation. Other tribes have the
capacity to prepare Plan Bs with minimal external
technical assistance.

We feel that project promoters demonstrate good
will and confidence in the proposed project when they
are willing to underwrite some or all of the costs of
Plan B. Alternatively, organizations active in Plan A
should be willing to stand behind their commitment
and pay some of the costs. This cost sharing must be
undertaken without obligation on the part of the
people. Because the promoter’s access to capital may
collapse as other opportunities come forward, project
time lines are brutally short. Consequently, a people
may be pushed to make decisions within a timeframe
too brief for consensual agreements. Pressures to
speed up the process should be folded back on the
promoters. If they are in a hurry, then they should
know that accelerating the schedule accelerates the
costs of Plan B.

Impacts of a Good Plan B

At this point, it should be evident that a good
Plan B is a plan for cultural survival, not a plan for
surrender. A viable Plan B may be more important
than a good Plan A. A willingness to prepare a Plan
B indicates confidence and a desire to move beyond
unequivocal support of or resistance to a project. The
increasing number of reports in the CSQ of
indigenous peoples throughout the world who are
preparing their Plan Bs is encouraging. A good plan
does not end factionalism, but focuses discussions
away from exhausting arguments and onto very
specific topics. Plan B builds respect by redefining
the project owners’ and financiers’ relationships with
the people. The act of taking control—producing and
ultimately implementing their Plan B—is a
significant step toward self-determination. Plan B
will alter project financing and economics, making
clear the differences between payment for damages,
risk mitigation, and benefit-sharing arrangements.
And, most important of all, by laying out a project’s
full social and economic dimensions, a good Plan B
influences whether or not Plan A ever takes place.
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